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...You feel, looking at them, as if you could close the book and step into the street. -- Contra Costa

Times ...considered to be the world's best travel resource to over 30 destinations around the world,

make it easier to plan a splendid vacation. -- North American Press SyndicationA new breed of

guidebook. -- Travel & LeisureBoth novice and experienced travelers will be captivated. -- US News

& World ReportEach book is a visual as well as informational feast about a particular place. -- The

New York TimesEasily the best city guides available today. -- PLAYBOYEncyclopedic in scope, it's

meant to be used before, during, and after your stay. -- Travel & LeisureIt has an authority and

clarity that make it indispensable on the road. But the illustrations are so good that it could also

provide hours of armchair diversions. -- The New York Times New ServiceThe best travel guides

ever. -- Sky Magazine -Delta In flight MagazineThe most graphically exciting and visually pleasing

series on the market. -- Chicago TribuneWant to know where to get a great espresso on your way to

the Uffizi? Or how much to tip a hotel maid in New York City? Try these travel guides, each an

intricate trove of 3-D aerial views, landmark floor plans, color photos and essential eating, shopping

and entertainment info. With titles covering Paris, Prague, and London, these pocket-sized guides

are like a Michelangelo fresco: deliriously rich in detail. --People Magazine --This text refers to the

Flexibound edition.



Good help

Good help

We were planning to take a Russian River Cruise and wanted to have an advanced insite into what

we were going to see.This book as well as the Moscow book gave us knowledge to understand

what we were going to see as well as giving us a method to review what we had seen and enjoy it

further. We have found over the years that the Eyewitness books are the best books out there for

us.

Hands down, regardless if you are going to visit St. Petersburg or not. this little guide is chock full of

information.Lots of maps, details of destinations and many, many, many pictures.What a great

addition for anyone interested in Imperial Russia.I frequently refer to it while reading of Imperial

Russian History. The street maps are GREAT!Very well constructed of fine quality materials - this is

NOT a little paperback.

Ease of ordering was pleasant. Delivery of order was as promised. I had previously reviewed the

book from our local library, and I received what I wanted. Thank you. Laverne Webb

Once again Eyewitness Travel Guides provides the best information easily accessed and beautifully

presented of any other guide.I just returned from NYC and although I have been there many times I

still use the guidebook for Manhattan. St. Petersburg proved even more helpful because I was not

as familiar with the history and layout. With this guide I was able to navigate and see all the sites

with ease.

This book is just what it says it is. I plan to use it to travel in Russia, and it gives me all the

information I need.

The "Eyewitness Guides" are the best travel guides I have ever used. I discovered them over 15

years ago and have been relying on them ever since. I own more than 15 of them, for major cities

and countries throughout Europe. They are accurate and make travel much easier to plan if they are

read in advance. I particularly like the architectural cutaways used for museums and sites of



interest. The maps and geographical area breakdowns are also extremely helpful. I can't

recommend them strongly enough.
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